The transition to total automation represents the greatest leap for a clinical laboratory, characterized by a totally new philosophy of process management. We have investigated the impact of total automation on core laboratory efficiency and its effects on the clinical services related to STAT tests. For this purpose, a 47-month retrospective study based on the analysis of 44,212 records of STAT cardiac troponin I (CTNI) tests was performed. The core laboratory reached a new efficiency level 3 months after the implementation of total automation. Median turnaround time (TAT) was reduced by 14.9±1.5 min for the emergency department (p < 0.01), reaching 41.6±1.2 min. In non-emergency departments, median TAT was reduced by 19.8±2.2 min (p < 0.01), reaching 52±1.3 min. There was no change in the volume of ordered STAT CTNI tests by the emergency department (p = 0.811), whereas for non-emergency departments there was a reduction of 115.7±50 monthly requests on average (p = 0.026). The volume of ordered tests decreased only in time frames of the regular shift following the morning round. Thus, total automation significantly improves the core laboratory efficiency in terms of TAT. As a consequence, the volume of STAT tests ordered by hospital departments (except for the emergency department) decreased due to reduced duplicated requests.
Introduction
Since its advent in the mid-1960s, the automation of clinical chemistry processes has changed the face of the laboratory in the fashion of a true industrial revolution. 1, 2 The ability to efficiently perform repetitive tasks, the possibility to accomplish simple actions combined in elaborate series, and finally the ease of simultaneously managing multiple samples on different instruments are the obvious reasons of such affirmation.
Since then, its growing success has pushed automation to an even higher level, culminating in a functional continuum known as total laboratory automation (TLA). 3, 4 In this kind of "automated pipeline" that integrates the pre-analytics (check-in, sorting, centrifugation, and aliquoting) and the postanalytics (storage and disposition) with the analytics senso strictu, every operation is managed by a software system that also mediates the intervention of the human operator. The term TLA tends to denote a virtualized management of the actual processing workflow, rather than a fully mechanized ensemble devoid of human staff.
The transition to TLA technology (or, rather, philosophy) demands a considerable effort in terms of economic resources, infrastructural interventions, and a staff's cultural leap. [5] [6] [7] This makes it of paramount importance to evaluate its impact on the laboratory system. Computer-based simulations can aid in forecasting the most appropriate system setup 8, 9 before attempting any real implementation. However, the actual effectiveness of the system can be assessed only through factual evidence gathered in the field.
In a time when spending reviews have become a constraint for public health, the justification of such efforts to achieve efficiency improvements through TLA by concrete results seems to be mandatory. 10 The most relevant outcome shown in the recent past has been represented by the relationship between turnaround time (TAT) reduction and improved critical care services. 11, 12 However, current financial demands require looking with almost the same emphasis at results of an economic nature.
In the light of the discussion so far, the present article attempts to investigate the effectiveness of the implementation of TLA on the core laboratory of the Tor Vergata University Hospital of Rome, Italy, a tertiary care structure with 380 beds and 3.5 million clinical chemistry tests per year. Particularly, our aim was also to investigate the relationship between a more efficient (automated) laboratory service and the number of STAT tests ordered.
Materials and Methods

Data
The records of cardiac troponin I (CTNI) test requests were collected by querying the resident laboratory information system (LIS) ModuLab Version 2.2.07 (Systelab Technologies, Barcelona, Spain) for STAT orders incoming from the emergency department (ED) and the other non-EDs (NEDs) between June 1, 2010, and April 30, 2014. This data set was used to compute the frequency distribution of TAT (calculated according to the laboratorial process definition) 13 and the volume of incoming orders for each month of the study. No statistical procedure for outlier removal was performed. However, to limit the influence of confounding data, a set of inclusion criteria was stated to exclude potentially aberrant records from the data set (see Table 1 for details).
Laboratory Setup
Before automation, one stand-alone Siemens Vista 1500 (Siemens Healthcare, Milan, Italy) with a dedicated centrifuge was used to perform the sole STAT tests, whereas two other Siemens Vista 1500s were devoted to routine activity. The pre-analytics were hand-operated by two laboratory technologists, together with sample receipt, sorting, and transportation.
The implementation of TLA consisted of the integration of the chemical analyzers to a 24 m long linear single-track FlexLab conveyor belt (Inpeco, Lugano, Switzerland), with an online bulked input module (BIM) for automated checkin, an input-output module (IOM) for sample sorting, two centrifuges, a tube decapper, an automated specimen aliquoter, and a tube sealer (see Supplementary Fig. S1 ). The middleware Nemo (Inpeco) was used for process control and results validation.
The same Siemens Vista 1500 analyzer was used before and after automation implementation to run STAT samples. The validation was carried out by a single pathologist with a dedicated computer terminal, and results were electronically reported. With respect to STAT testing, in our laboratory a different level of processing priority was assigned to the incoming requests according to the ordering department. Thus, two distinct workflows were set. For EDs, samples check-in and centrifugation [3500 relative centrifugal force (rcf)× 5 min] were performed off-line, and the tubes manually loaded through the IOM; in contrast, for NEDs, samples were fully processed in-line (centrifugation is at 3500 rcf × 5 min).
Data Analysis
For TAT, the 50th (TAT 50 ) and the 90th (TAT 90 ) percentiles of each monthly distribution were taken to monitor laboratory efficiency. 14, 15 Thus, four distinct data series were obtained as follows: ED 50 and ED 90 for ED TATs, and NED 50 and NED 90 for NED TATs. Each series encompassed 47 longitudinal observations. For the volume of ordered tests (VOT), the number of monthly requests was taken as aggregate data (entire morning shift, 6:00-13:59) or as stratified according to time frames (TFs) of 60 min (ranging from TF6 for the 6:00-6:59 interval to TF13 for the 13:00-13:59 interval).
Segmented regression analysis (SRA) was used for data modeling. Particularly, by means of SRA, a three-segment broken-stick model was fitted as follows: The first segment (S1) represented the data before TLA, whereas a second segment (S2) and a third segment (S3) represented the data after TLA. The S1-S2 knot [or change point 1 (CP1)] was constrained at the 11th month, corresponding to the TLA implementation. In contrast, the S2-S3 knot (or CP2) was chosen in Table 1 . Inclusion Criteria.
1. TAT: not less than the minimum sufficient time to complete the workflow (check-in, sorting, centrifugation, delivery to the chemical analyzer, assaying, and validation of the result) 2. Check-in: done in the ordinary morning shift (from Monday to Saturday, from 6:00 to 13:59, no holidays) 3. Test result: within the analytical test range (no dilution, 0.015-40 ng/mL) 4. Operation: only carried out in strict accordance with standard operating procedures (e.g., not a CTNI test ordered after sample delivery to the laboratory, or analyzer operated as stand-alone because of a system's failure)
To minimize the contribution of confounding data to the statistical analysis, a set of validity requirements was stated to include only meaningful CTNI test records. Thereby excluded were those records that could have biased the estimation of percentiles. CTNI, cardiac troponin I, TAT, turnaround time.
correspondence with the month (>11th month) whose value maximized the adjusted R 2 (aR 2 ) of the segmented model. For each segmented model, the reliability was assessed by the Durbin-Watson statistics (DW), the probability of Shapiro-Wilk's test for normality (SW), and the probability of the constant variance test (CVT). To assess the effect of automation on laboratory efficiency, the segmented model of the percentilebased TAT indicator (pTAT) data series underwent univariate analysis of covariance (ANCOVA). Particularly, simple contrast was used to assess the difference in mean level between the S1 (pre-TLA) and S3 (the true post-TLA) of each pTAT.
To assess the effect of automation on VOT, the segmented model of data series underwent multivariate analysis of covariance (MANCOVA). Simple contrasts were used to assess the difference in mean level between S1 (pre-TLA) and S3 (true post-TLA). The same procedure was applied on stratified data to assess the difference in the mean level between the S1 (pre-TLA) and S3 (true post-TLA) of each TF. Data were represented as the mean and standard error (SE), and the statistical significance was assessed for p < 0.05. All calculations were performed with SPSS 20.0 (IBM, Armonk, NY).
Results
Data Set
A total of 143,539 STAT CTNI requests were found in the LIS database, with 44,212 records (30.8%) considered as valid in accordance with the stated criteria (18,318 from EDs and 25,849 from NEDs).
ED 50
The SRA showed that CP2 = 22±1.1 months (p < 0.01) (Fig.  1A) . The ordinary least squares regression model proved to be reliable because no serial correlation was shown (DW = 1.687), nor were found a significant departure from normality (SW p = 0.464) and homoscedasticity (CVT p = 0.624) of residuals. The ANCOVA of the segmented model showed that the pre-TLA (S1) level was 56.6 ±1 min (p < 0.01), with a trend not significantly different from zero (b = 0.1±0.2 min, p = 0.507). After TLA, in the first phase (S2), the trend significantly changed by −1±0.2 min per month (p < 0.01). At equilibrium (S3), the mean level was 41.6±1.2 min (p < 0.01), with the trend not significantly different from pre-TLA (slope change = −0.2±0.2, p = 0.315) (see Fig. 2A ). The mean difference before and after TLA (at equilibrium) was −14.9± 1.5 min (p < 0.01) (see Fig. 2B ).
ED 90
The SRA showed that CP2 = 15±0.5 months (p < 0.01) (Fig.  1B) . The ordinary least squares regression model proved to be reliable because no serial correlation was shown (DW = 1.878), nor were found a significant departure from normality (SW p = 0.237) and homoscedasticity (CVT p = 0.091) of residuals. The ANCOVA of the segmented model showed that the pre-TLA (S1) level was 103.3±4.4 min (p < 0.01), with a trend not significantly different from zero (b = −0.4±34 min, p = 0.237). After TLA, in the first phase (S2), the trend significantly changed by −8.7±1.6 min per month (p < 0.01). At equilibrium (S3), the mean level was 69.6±1.5 min (p < 0.01), with the trend not significantly different from that of pre-TLA (slope change = 0.2±35, p = 0.607) (see Fig. 2A ). The mean difference before and after TLA (at equilibrium) was −27.7±2.5 min (p < 0.01) (see Fig. 2B ).
NED 50
The SRA showed that CP2 = 15±0.6 months (p < 0.01) (Fig.  1D) . The ordinary least squares regression model proved to be reliable because no serial correlation was shown (DW = 1.761), nor were found a significant departure from normality (SW p = 0.667) and homoscedasticity (CVT p = 0.235) of residuals. The ANCOVA of the segmented model showed that the pre-TLA (S1) level was 71.9±1.7 min (p < 0.01), with a trend not significantly different from zero (b = −0.3±0.3 min, p = 0.341). After TLA, in the first phase (S2), the trend significantly changed by −6.8±1.4 min per month (p < 0.01). At equilibrium (S3), the mean level was 52.±1.3 min (p < 0.01), with the trend not significantly different from that of pre-TLA (slope change = 0.1±0.3, p = 0.632) (see Fig.  2A ). The mean difference before and after TLA (at equilibrium) was −19.8±2.2 min (p < 0.01) (see Fig. 2B ).
NED 90
The SRA showed that CP2 = 15±0.6 months (p < 0.01) (Fig.  1E) . The ordinary least squares regression model proved to be reliable because no serial correlation was shown (DW = 1.792), nor were found a significant departure from normality (SW p = 0.532) and homoscedasticity (CVT p = 0.830) of residuals. The ANCOVA of the segmented model showed that the pre-TLA (S1) level was 126.3±3.8 min (p < 0.01), with a trend not significantly different from zero (b = −0.24±0.64 min, p = 0.707). After TLA, in the first phase (S2), the trend significantly changed by −11.3±3.1 min per month (p < 0.01). At equilibrium (S3), the mean level was 86.6±2.9 min (p < 0.01), with the trend not significantly different from that of pre-TLA (slope change = −0.8±0.7, p = 0.907) (see Fig. 2A ). The mean difference before and after TLA (at equilibrium) was −39.7±4.7 min (p < 0.01) (see Fig. 2B ).
Aggregated VOT
The SRA gave no reliable three-segment model for ED VOT because CP2 was not statistically significant (p = 0.1816) (Fig. 1C) , and thus a two-segment model (CP1 = 11) was evaluated by means of ANCOVA. Hence, the pre-TLA (S1) mean monthly level was found to be 443.5±20.9 CTNI requests (p < 0.01), and the post-TLA (S2) mean monthly level was 437.6±12.6 CTNI requests (p < 0.01). No significant trend was found in either S1 or S2 (p = 0.295 and p = 0.139, respectively). The mean level difference of −5.9±24.4 was not statistically significant (p = 0.811) (see Fig. 3A and 3B) .
The SRA showed, for NED VOT, the CP2 = 23±3.7 months (p < 0.01, DW = 1.547, SW = 0.97, CV = 0.70) ( Fig. 1E) . Before the TLA (S1), the mean monthly level was 675.4±30.3 CTNI requests (p < 0.01), with a trend not significantly different from zero (b = 8.4±5.1 requests per Figure 2 . (A) The pre-total laboratory automation (TLA) (S1) and post-TLA (S3) mean levels of percentile-based TAT indicators (pTATs) are displayed according to the ordering department; and (B) the post-to-pre TLA (S3-S1) mean difference of pTATs is displayed with markedly significant results (*p < 0.01), ordered according to their magnitude. month, p = 0.110). After TLA implementation, in the first phase (S2), the trend changed significantly (slope change = −18.3±6.8 requests per month, p = 0.01). At equilibrium (S3), the mean level was 559.7±40.1 CTNI monthly requests (p < 0.01), with a trend not significantly different than that before TLA (slope change = −8.5±5.3 requests per month, p = 0.120) (see Fig. 3A ). The mean level difference was −115.7±50.1 CTNI monthly requests (p = 0.026) (see Fig. 3B ).
Stratified VOT
The stratified VOT showed a peculiar profile for both EDs and NEDs (see Fig. 4A and 4B ). The segmented model undergoing MANCOVA was obtained by applying change points derived by the SRA of aggregate data. For NED VOT, a significant mean difference between pre-(S1) and post-TLA at equilibrium (S3) was observed for TF8 (−24.8±6.5 CTNI monthly requests, p < 0.01), TF9 (−20.1±4.9 CTNI monthly requests, p < 0.01), TF10 (−8.3±4 CTNI monthly requests, p = 0.045), TF12 (−18.3±5.8 CTNI monthly requests, p < 0.01), and TF13 (−15.1±5.5 CTNI monthly requests, p < 0.01). In contrast, no significant difference was found for TF6 (−26.5±34.2 CTNI monthly requests, p = 0.442), TF7 (−24.5±43.3 CTNI monthly requests, p = 0.575), and TF11 (−1.8±5.7 CTNI monthly requests, p = 0.754) ( Fig. 5A and 5B) . A significant trend was not found in either the S1 or S3 segments (data not shown).
Effect of TAT on VOT
The simple linear regression showed that, in the S2 of the NED VOT series, a linear relationship (aR 2 = 0.51, SW = 0.88, CVT = 0.48) between VOT and NED 50 was found to be significant (ANOVA of the regression model p < 0.01). In particular, it was found that NED VOT = 172.5+(7.9 *NED 50 ). (1)
Discussion
The transition to total automation represents the greatest leap for a clinical laboratory. The adoption of a totally new philosophy of processing samples is, in our point of view, the most demanding change to face. In this regard, our analysis aimed to represent the transformation of the core laboratory under different but complementary aspects of the efficiency: the promptness of the response to the new process, changes in the process capacities, and improvements in its control. To these qualitative attributes corresponded quantitative indicators, which were respectively the posteffect change point CP2, and the pTATs based on the 50th and 90th percentiles. 16 By means of the analysis of these indicators, it can be seen that the effect of total automation was greater when the process control formerly had been worse. There are three points of evidence in this regard: First, higher percentilebased pTATs (ED 90 and NED 90 ) showed a more relevant reduction with respect to lower percentile-based pTATs (ED 50 and NED 50 ); second, the level reached by pTATs of NEDs under automation was even lower than what pTATs of EDs had before automation; and, third, the CP to equilibrium was reached sooner by the pTATs that represented a process under a looser control (ED 90 , NED 90 , and NED 50 ). In our opinion, this all stems from the nature of the automated process. In fact, before total automation, the workflow management depended on the ability of the staff to execute different operations through a simple sequentiality. 17 Hence, when a priority task was present (the incoming of an ED sample), all of the other tasks had to be queued, causing NEDs to have higher TAT than EDs. Afterward, with the automated system to manage different tasks in parallel, every process received the same level of control, so that NEDs reached the efficiency that an unbalanced management formerly gave to EDs. With control not degraded by conflicting tasks, overtime processes were contained, and thus higher percentile-based pTATs were achieved. Almost the same response was exhibited by NED 50 because, before TLA, the lower priority of NEDs corresponded to a looser control. The absence of a significant trend in the S3 for all pTATs showed the permanent nature of the change produced by total automation on efficiency.
Did the improvement observed in TAT have an impact on the services depending on laboratory efficiency? In face of a TAT shorter than the clinically relevant goal of 45 min, 18, 19 quite surprisingly, the behavior of EDs in terms of ordered STAT CTNI tests remained practically unchanged. In contrast, NEDs' monthly level of STAT CTNI orders significantly reduced by slightly more than 100 units. Review of the spectrum of VOT along the TFs of the regular morning shift (from 6:00 to 13:59; Fig. 5B ) showed how the reduction was distributed in some of them ( Fig. 5B) . Notably, such TFs were grouped in two blocks: a first following the morning ward round (between 6:00 and 7:59, corresponding to TF6 and TF7), and a second following the TF that coincided with a 6 h cycle for a serial monitoring of CTNI 20 (between 11:00 and 11:59, or TF11). In ED, the VOT was essentially generated by the randomness of outpatient admissions, so that such a functional relationship like that shown by improved laboratory efficiency with length of stay was not observed. 11, 12 Conversely, regarding both random and planned events of the NEDs with respect to inpatient monitoring, laboratory efficiency had a part in determining the systematic component of VOT. By the pattern we observed in TFs, we can conclude that an improved efficiency contained the tendency of physician to repeat or duplicate a STAT test due to nontimely reporting. 21 Considering the reasons to order a CTNI test, it can be excluded that such a reduction may be attributed to a shortening of routine TATs. 17 Hence, when regression was applied, we found that for a 1 min reduction in NED 50 , there were about eight saved STAT CTNI tests in the period between the implementation of TLA (S1) and the point of equilibrium for VOT (S2). Once at equilibrium (S3), there was a flat trend (data not shown). Notably, such a relationship was quite strong, as demonstrated by an aR 2 = 0.51.
Before concluding, we would highlight the strengths and limitations of our study. Total automation in our laboratory was reached by integrating the same analyzers that were formerly operated as stand-alone units, and therefore it was ideal to assess how workflow efficiency changed due to the automated operation. Because we had two parallel workflows for STAT samples, we were also able to show the effect of the automated processes in contrast to a somewhat hybrid operation. There are two distinct aspects to consider with regard to limitations. First, our conclusions are based on the observation of CTNI, and thus all generalizations of Figure 5 . (A) The pre-total laboratory automation (TLA) (S1) and post-TLA (S3) mean level of stratified non-emergency department (NED) volume of ordered tests (VOT) is displayed according to 60 min time frames of the regular morning shift; and (B) the post-to-pre TLA (S3-S1) mean difference of stratified NED VOT is displayed with markedly significant results (*p < 0.01, **p = 0.045).
our results to other tests should be carefully evaluated. This could be particularly true when considering the VOT, because a different analyte with its own plan of monitoring could show a different result. Nevertheless, we feel that what we have presented may be representative of the effect that automation has on order duplication caused by delayed reporting. Second, we would underline that we were not able to find recent and strictly comparable experiences in the published literature. In the few significant papers that we could take into consideration, [22] [23] [24] the results presented came from a too-short period of observation and did not result in statistical analysis of the data.
We would finally remark that the length of the observation period was probably a crucial aspect in the analysis of TAT (causing most of the papers we found to provide just a simple description rather than a true data analysis). In fact, a main issue in comparing longitudinal data with a clear trend is the unsuitability of a basic grouped approach like a t-test. 25 However, if the ordinary least squares regression is chosen, results may be unreliable because of autocorrelation that arises in data due to the way they are collected (serially) throughout time. 26 In our case, a longer period of observation allowed us to recognize the presence of some change points in the trend that were used to break the data (by means of SRA), limiting the effect of serial correlation. Thus, with more "ordinary" data, the ANCOVA made it possible to statistically assess the differences in mean levels found in the data, also controlling for the presence of trends. More powerful techniques exist for such situations (e.g., the intervention analysis 27 ); however, they are less familiar to most researchers in the field of clinical pathology and laboratory sciences, and therefore were not used.
Conclusions
Total automation affects the core laboratory by creating more efficient and stable management of the workflow. By means of an improved TAT, the volume of STAT tests ordered by hospital departments (except the ED) is decreased due to reduced duplicated requests. 
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